


LS2 has grown enormously since the 
start. Urs got good feedback from the 
meeting.

Weibel co-discovered the Weibel-
Palade bodies of endothelial cells 
when he was in the lab of George 
Palade at Rockefeller NY in the 1960’s. 
These non-degradative multivesicular 
bodies store blood clotting factors, 
such as the von Willebrand factor, and 
tune the activity of the vWF when it is 
released through the exosomal 
pathway. 

USGEB became LS2 in 2012, under the 
leadership of Gisou van der Goot 
(EPFL). LS2 is now the largest Life 
Science Society in Switzerland, and it is 
not-for-profit. 

Regarding history, you can find many 
interesting facettes of USGEB and LS2 
on the LS2 web site, largely narrated 
by Ewald Weibel, the founding 
president of USGEB. Among the 
former USGEB presidents were Max 
Birnstiel, Bernard Mach, Kaspar 
Winterhalter, Claude Bron, or Sandro 
Rusconi, to name just a few prominent 
scientists from different areas in CH.





Urs requests members to contact us in case they have something to mention/ 
all approved



Elena takes the minutes



approved



Adela and Jessica count the votes



2018 with many less sections than we have now; Caro says that report 2019, 
like for all societies, will come in summer.



Slight deficit this year due to many more activities, which leads to increase 
office time and salaries. Urs says we cannot continue decreasing cause then 
we arrive to a risk, so we propose something in a later slide. 
Budget approved by fiduciary already, so they are real numbers.
Approved by everybody.



Reflection to some of the activities LS2 is doing. Important for us to have this 
association with SCNAT.
If sections wish to organize something, there is the opportunity to apply, so 
let us know.



Caro says that prognose of LS2AM20 is better than last year. More companies. 
Urs says that feedback from exhibitors is very good.





Approved.



Approved.



Approved.



Can be read also on the website. 



Aprox 3000 CHF need to be returned. This is not well seen by SCNAT. Urs asks 
to make an effort and encourage their students to apply. 



Patenting together with the chemists for the first year. Caro says that flyer 
will be sent with the 2020 bill, and asks to spread the word.



Urs mentions that this fee remained the same since many years ago. Thomas 
says that from 20 to 45 looks a big increase. Urs says that it’s not a big change 
and labs can support that. Caro: from SCNAT we get the possibility to give 
registration free to master students. We need to encourage master students 
that this is important as the beginning of their career. Jean: in the past we 
have encouraged departments, institutes to cover the fees for students, like in 
UNIGE. Caro thinks this can be a success again. 
Approved.
Caro mentions the fundraising concept that new officers will put in practice.



Approved.



Approved.



Approved.



Approved.



Approved.



Approved.



Approved to vote and Approved to join the board.



Approved to vote and Approved to join the board.



Approved.



Urs thanks him personally. Big aplause. 



Specially to Thierry. Big aplause.



Thanks both for the efforts. 



Welcome! Very confident that everything will run smoothly.



Get in touch with mario if you have additional ideas. Also to us for the call of 
symposia. 
Elena scouted the location. Hopefully will bring more attention by changing 
location.



Great connection between sections with the high number of members joining 
more than one section.



Urs leaving presidency of LS2 and says thank you to everybody. Big applause.




